Animals Are Better Off Than Humans Of To Day
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1. I've oft en times com-
2. When we are hot a-
3. One thing is sure, the-

pared the lower an-
imals with man, They're
cool ing drink we dea-
ly love to quaff, But
rob in is a rob bi-
in' all the time, But
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far beneath ourselves of course in Mother Nature's plan. But in just suppose if we had necks like that of a giraffe, Each has a pull, he never gets arrested for the crime; The spite of their utility. They've no responsibility. And time we drained a measure there'd be several feet of pleasure And swallow is no glummer if he doesn't make a summer, And never have had any since this world of ours began. No postman's check to make the cafe owner laugh. No variegated humming birds adore the tropic clime. And tax collectors pester them or follow in their trucks, They camel on the other hand without a drink can last. He when they've finished humming it is certain soon or late, Like Animals Are Better etc. 4
grow the latest fashions, duty free up on their backs. From
shakes his thirst by calling on his memories of the past; His-
other pretty birds some lady's hat they'll decorate; So the

worry that should free males, and from jealous the females, Since their
habits never vary while his kin, the dromedary, I prefer-
sable, please to note, ends round some girls pretty throat. If you

suit must fit their figures—like well—let us say like wax. So they
some has milk a plenty if he cares to break his fast. So they
ask my opinion I should call that finish great. So they

CHORUS
ought to be contented in their humble beastly way, Since
ought to be contented in their humble beastly way, Since
ought to be contented in their humble beastly way, Since
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